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Secondary Sources
A secondary source contains information that has been interpreted, commented, analyzed 
or processed by someone who did not experience first-hand or participate in the events or 
conditions you're researching. 

 History textbooks, journal articles, encyclopedias, book reviews, websites, reflective 
newspaper articles, Wikipedia, documentaries. 

 CREDIBLE secondary sources are based on primary sources (and it’s very clear from the 
bibliography or footnotes what those sources are!)

Why use them?

• to collect the facts on a topic you know little about. 

• to obtain expert opinions in order to evaluate events.

• to gain insight by examining the same event from different perspectives or interpretations.

• to help you form your own opinion.



Using Secondary Sources
As a collection of facts
◦ Quick recall of factual information
◦ eg Who were the women incarcerated on Cook County’s Murderess Row? What year? 

For background material
◦ What else was going on? Why was this significant?

To make sense of your topic with another interpretation
◦ What questions have other historians asked?
◦ How have they answered them?
◦ What sources did they use?
◦ What interpretations exist? Do they agree or disagree? eg Salem Witch Trials as a reaction to 

the colonial Indian Wars & life on frontier vs. gender issues and the inheritance rights of 
women vs evidence of breakdown of neighborliness in times of hardship.



Reading & Evaluating Secondary Sources
Ask these basic questions about every source, no matter how obvious the 
answer might seem.

• Who is the author? What are his/her credentials?
• Does the author base the work on primary sources or original research?
• Are there any sources that you are aware of that the author does not consider?
• Are there notes and citations; bibliography or other apparatus of research?
• Do these references contain major/current works in the same field?
• When was it published?
• Who published it? Academic press? Journal? 



The Impact of 
Wikipedia

Articles 5,483,552

Pages 43,181,370

Edits/month 3,311,853

Images (WMC) 41,814,793

Images (WP) 824,594

Users 31,815,221

Admins 1,249

Listen to Wikipedia

http://listen.hatnote.com/


On Wikipedia
Jon Udell – The Heavy Metal Umlaut, 
Current page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal_umlaut

Roy Rosenzweig, “Wikipedia and the Future of the Past”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal_umlaut


Wikipedia

Belva Gaertner
Beulah Annan

Maurine Watkins

Wikipedia could be your first stop, but it should never be your last.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belva_Gaertner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beulah_Annan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurine_Dallas_Watkins


Wikipedia
PROS

Fast, timely.

Easy source of background info or 
quick factual info. 

Mine the references.

Crowd forces relative factual accuracy.

CONS

Biases do exist.

“Open community” is overstated.

ZERO analysis!

Purposefully avoids controversy/disputes 
over interpretation.

Forces acceptance of common wisdom.

Not friendly to original research.



Rosenzweig:

“Wikipedia is surprisingly accurate 
in reporting names, dates, and 

events in U.S. history.”



Linder’s Famous Trials
Who is he?

Why does he have this site?

~~~~~~~~~~~~
Does he have an interpretation on your trial? 

Does he make arguments?

Does he provide a complete collection of primary sources?



Writing Assignment
Due Saturday by 7pm – formal, at least 300 words, proper Chicago citation!

(Full assignment on the course site.)

PROMPT:

Does your trial have a Wikipedia page? In this writing assignment, I want you to 
evaluate that Wikipedia page based on everything you already about your trial.

Is it robust? How does the information in the Wikipedia page corroborate or contradict 
the information contained in the primary sources you found? What about the Linder 
page for your trial? How does the Wikipedia page compare to Linder’s page? 

*If your trial does not have either, please email me for an alternative assignment 
prompt!**
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